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     CREATIVE ARTS DEPARTMENT ADDITION

[P]rogram
  San Francisco State University has recently put in motion events for an addition to their Creative Arts Department.  This addition calls for an 
  expansive increase in Performance Spaces as well as other art related studios and offices.

[4]ourth Wall
  This design solution embraces all of the phenomena that San Francisco State University has to offer.  By providing an inspiring pallette for the 
  creation and observation of all forms of media, this design is able to embrace all of the creative and natural energies the University and
  Environment have to offer and allocate the means necessary to spread this media into the community and beyond.

   Interior spaces are developed to incorporate exterior phenomena into the enclosed
  spaces.  With the introduction of water and wind elements into the interior a more 
  transparent boundary between these two environments is created.  Large open spaces
  are used to accommodate the wide variety of uses that can take place in these areas.
  The Main Entry and Exhibition Hall provides gathering space as well as a blank canvas 
  for the different performances that are going on in the main performance space.

 

  

 

 
  The Link between existing and new is a transparent and open module that gracefully
  bridges the old with the new.  The space is also designed to be multi-functional and 
  allow for art critiques and creation spaces.  The link takes place underground, across 
  the road, and on all subsequent levels above.

 

  

 

  Adjoining onto the existing Creative Arts Department The [4]ourth Wall provides the growing   
   department with the facilities that they need today and prepares them for the future.  

  The Circulation Link provides a dynamic bridge between the more private spaces and the more    
  public spaces.  This link also incorporates a plaza for relaxation and studies as well as provide 
  overflow for the performance spaces.  The link blends circulation from not only the two parts
  of the complex but also incorporates pedestrian traffic from the street level.  Users are subjected
  to a variety of different view points as well as interacting with the natural phenomena of the site 
  as they travel from interior space to exterior space.  This link allows multiple levels of interaction
  as well as offer multiple scenic vistas and relaxing nodes. 

  The Multi-Media wall is a node where everybody can see what is happening in the Creative
  Arts Department, and also a place to present some student work. 
  

  

 

  There are many dynamic features used throughout this
  design.  These dynamic features not only help provide
  an alternate energy source for some uses inside of
  the building but they also add an aesthetic quality to
  the forms.  

  A Dynamic Fabric is used on the facade of
  the mechanical towers.  This semi-permeable fabric is
  placed where exhaust louvers and wind turbines are.  
  Not only does the fabric help conceal the exhaust 
  louvers but it also becomes dynamic when the air
  forces hit it.  This helps create a visually stimulating and
  dynamic facade.  The same principles are used when 
  the fabric is placed behind the Wind Turbines.  In this 
  scenario wind passes through the turbines, providing 
  an energy source, then hits the dynamic fabric.
  

  The Solar Panels used are programmed to the sun path
  of the San Francisco area.  This allows for the panels to
  remain at a perpendicular angle to the sun throughout
  the seasons as well as rotate during the day to
  maximize the amount of sun energy that is absorbed.
  
  These panels also provide a dynamic feature that 
  makes the forms not only more interesting, but also
  increases awareness.  With these dynamic features
  the experience that one may have in the morning
  versus in the late afternoon can be quite different.

  Also, in the evening these panels can be used to 
  project light into the night sky.  Further altering the 
  effect that the complex has on users.
  

  Isolation Pads are used to help control the seismic
  qualities of the site.  It is very important to maximize
  the safety of the users of this complex.  When bridging
  from old to new it is important to maintain structural
  integrity and not compromise design.  The isolation 
  pads allow for this transition to be made.

  These isolation pads allow for the different structural
  elements to act independently but yet remain a part of
  the ‘whole’ structural system.

  By absorbing the different seismic vibrations the 
  isolation pads make construction such as this possible.
  

  

 

  The main Auditorium/Performance space affords the Creative Arts Department the ability to hold the major events that they have wanted    
          for so long.  This large space will be able to accommodate all types of performances while allowing great vantage points as well as                      
   excellent acoustical properties.  The acoustic panels used in this space are dynamic and can be manueverd to optimize not only the               
  acoustic properties of the space but also effect the intimacy required for each specific performance.  This allows users to have different                   
  experiences within the same form and maximize the quality of output.  
  
  The performance space is flanked by interior garden spaces that not only provide refreshments and relaxation but also provide many     
  unique views from across the reflecting pond onto the site.
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FLOOR PLAN PARADIGM

1  OFFICES/ADMINISTRATION
2  STORAGE/UTILITY
3  MECHANICAL/TOILET ROOM
4  LOUNGE/STORAGE
5  PERFORMANCE SPACE
6  REFLECTING POND
7  EXHIBITION SPACE
8  LOBBY/GATHERING SPACE
9  REFRESHMENTS/LOUNGE
10  PROP STUDIO
11  DRAWING STUDIO
12  PAINT STUDIO
13  TELEVISION/RADIO
14  SCULPTURE
15  CRITIQUE/CREATION 
16  OUTDOOR PLAZA
17  OPEN TO BELOW
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The {e}VOLUTION of Design through the {8}ight Gears of Heuristic Consciousness...
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